Coulomb-explosion imaging of concurrent CH$_2$BrI photodissociation dynamics
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The dynamics following laser-induced molecular photodissociation of gas-phase CH$_2$BrI at 271.6 nm were investigated by time-resolved Coulomb-explosion imaging using intense near-IR femtosecond laser pulses. The observed delay-dependent photofragment momenta reveal that CH$_2$BrI undergoes C-I cleavage, depositing 65.6% of the available energy into internal product states, and that absorption of a second UV photon breaks the C-Br bond of CH$_2$Br. Simulations confirm that this mechanism is consistent with previous data recorded at 248 nm, demonstrating the sensitivity of Coulomb-explosion imaging as a real-time probe of chemical dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond optical pulses allow chemical reactions to be studied on their natural time scales [1–5]. At pulse intensities of $10^{14}$–$10^{16}$ W cm$^{-2}$, several electrons can be detached from an isolated molecule through tunnel or multiphoton ionization, creating an unstable cation that Coulomb explodes into fragments. If the explosion occurs before the molecule rearranges, its original geometry can be established from the fragment momenta [6–18]. This has been used to determine the structures and chirality of gas-phase molecules [13,19,20]. Time-resolved dynamics can be measured by coupling Coulomb-explosion imaging with femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy [5,21–26].

The work described in this article applies timed Coulomb-explosion imaging to a fundamental process, UV-induced photodissociation, by probing the concurrent dissociation pathways of CH$_2$BrI at 271.6 nm. We demonstrate how dynamical properties, such as the extent of internal energy deposition, can be gauged from time-dependent data. Studies of molecular photodissociation dynamics are generally limited to simpler molecular systems, and are often reliant on spectroscopic probes of one or more of the photofragments. Because the Coulomb-explosion process is a more universal detection method than conventional spectroscopic techniques, such as resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization, Coulomb-explosion imaging opens up the possibility of studying photodissociation dynamics in a much wider range of molecular systems. The present work provides initial proof-of-principle for this experimental strategy.

Dihalomethanes offer a rich source of photochemistry in the gas and solution phases [27–36]. Their geminal halogens allow a complex system of repulsive excited states to be accessed in the UV, making them archetypes for mode-selective chemistry. The CH$_2$BrI absorption spectrum exhibits three short-wave peaks, representing a complex system of repulsive excited states to be accessed in the UV, making them archetypes for mode-selective chemistry.
UV transitions: two are centered at 268 and 213 nm and respectively arise from promotion of nonbonding iodine or bromine electrons to antibonding C-I and C-Br orbitals, while the third at 190 nm corresponds to iodine Rydberg $ns \rightarrow np$ transitions [27,28]. These features are sufficiently distinct in energy to allow specific photodissociation pathways to be selected. Photoexcitation at 271.6 nm is near the maximum of the $n(I) \rightarrow \sigma^*(C-I)$ transition and preferentially breaks the C-I bond. Comparatively, the proportion of C-I and C-Br bond cleavages at 248 nm is 6:5, and decreasing the wavelength to 193 nm or 210 nm promotes both C-Br cleavage and, following isomerization to iso-CH$_2$BrI, IBr elimination [28]. Similar behavior has been reported for CH$_2$I$_2$ [30–34].

The energetics of dihalomethanes allow primary or secondary dissociation reactions to be accurately distinguished through the measured momenta of the observed products. For CH$_2$BrI, a single 271.6 nm (4.57 eV) photon is sufficient to overcome the C-I and C-Br dissociation thresholds at 2.39 and 2.94 eV, and to induce IBr elimination (3.84 eV). Secondary or three-body dissociations, by contrast, require two UV photons to create CH$_2$, I, and Br (5.66 eV) [28,37,38]. Fragment momenta measured following neutral photodissociation will reflect these thresholds and the energy deposited into internal photofragment states. They can therefore be correlated using Coulomb-explosion imaging to determine the photodissociation mechanism of the parent molecule [11,28].

II. METHODS

CH$_2$BrI fragment momenta were recorded using the CFEL-ASG MultiPurpose (CAMP) instrument at the free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH, beamline BL1) [39,40]. CAMP houses a double-sided time-of-flight mass spectrometer tuned for simultaneous velocity map imaging (VMI) of ions and electrons. CH$_2$BrI was expanded into CAMP through two skimmers using a continuous jet. The collimated and neat molecular beam was then intersected in the VMI interaction region by the frequency tripled output ($\lambda_{\text{pump}} = 271.6$ nm, bandwidth = 2.5 nm (FWHM)) and fundamental output ($\lambda_{\text{probe}} = 815$ nm, bandwidth = 26 nm (FWHM)) of the FLASH pump-probe laser, which uses a 10 Hz Ti:sapphire oscillator and chirped pulse amplifier to produce 55 fs IR pulses [41]. UV pulses were created by splitting the IR beam and sequentially passing it through a 50 $\mu$m thick tripling crystal on a 1 mm substrate and a prism compressor. Typical IR and UV pulse energies were 620 and 22.5 $\mu$J, and these were linearly polarized parallel to the detector and focused to a 40 $\times$ 60 $\mu$m$^2$ spot within the interaction region. The time between pulses was varied in 50 fs steps over 3 ps (~0.35 to 2.65 ps) using an automated delay stage. Negative and positive delays respectively correspond to the IR and UV pulses arriving first. The temporal overlap of the two pulses, $t_0$, was determined from the cross-correlation intensity maxima of the I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$I^+$ fragments, the standard deviation was 72 fs, yielding a FWHM time resolution of 170 fs.

Under velocity mapping conditions [42], fragments generated in the CAMP chamber with the same mass and velocity are focused to the same point on a two-dimensional detector array comprising two chevron-stacked microchannel plates and a P47 phosphor screen. As these ions are additionally separated by their time-of-flight to the detector, the result is a series of images for each mass-to-charge ratio ($m/z$) where the Abel inverted image radii correspond to the ion momenta. Time-resolved dynamics are investigated by acquiring ion images at discrete delay steps and tracking changes in the radial intensity distributions.

Photons emitted by the phosphor were recorded by a pixel imaging mass spectrometry (PImMS) camera employing the 324 $\times$ 324 pixel PlmMS2 sensor. PlmMS2 is an event-triggered device that logs the position ($x,y$) and arrival time ($t_0$, relative to an external trigger) of incident photons to a precision of 40 ns, allowing every mass-resolved fragment ion to be imaged and correlated within one experiment [43,44]. Fast imaging sensors have several advantages over conventional CCD cameras. The latter allow imaging of single fragments, or small time windows of fragments, and consequently miss correlations between ions with different $m/z$. By contrast, the PImMS camera can be used for coincident and covariance imaging [45]. In the present experiment, the camera repetition rate was synchronized to the 10 Hz pump-probe laser system, and approximately 450 laser shots were taken per delay step. It should be noted that ions impacting the detector often led to phosphor flashes bright enough to activate more than one PImMS pixel. These pixel clusters were centroided to improve the resolution of the ion images [14].

III. RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a PImMS time-of-flight spectrum and its corresponding velocity map ion images. The mass spectrum was accumulated from $ca$. 25 000 laser shots acquired at positive delays. Each point represents ($x,y,t_0$) data integrated over $x$ and $y$ for a particular time stamp. Figure 2 presents images generated by integrating the same data over the I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$I^+$ time-of-flight peaks at two delays, 0.50 ± 0.10 and 1.00 ± 0.10 ps. The images each exhibit two rings that are independent of the pump-probe delay and one, designated by an arrow, that contracts with increasing delay. Such features are evident in several fragments (I$^+$, Br$^+$, CH$_2$I$^+$, CH$_2$Br$I^+$, and CH$_2$I$^+$), and are assigned below to characterize the reaction mechanism. Animations of these delay-dependent ion images are also provided as Supplemental Material [46].
and co-fragment Y. The I(2\textsuperscript{a} 240 fs lifetime. and are consistent with a Coulomb explosion occurring after neutral photodissociation.

The time dependencies of the ion momenta in Fig. 2 are illustrated by plotting ion image radial intensities against the pump-probe delay. Figure 3 presents the kinetic energy distributions of I\textsuperscript{+} and CH\textsubscript{2}Br\textsuperscript{+} after PBASEX Abel inversion of the respective ion images at each delay step [47]. Normalized data from 1.85 ps, the delay step with the most statistics (7000 laser shots), are also projected to the right of each figure and compared with the UV and IR background. Each distribution contains two invariant channels and one delay-dependent curve that begins when both laser pulses are overlapped at \( t_0 \), and which decays to a limiting value as the probe pulse is delayed. The IR background and the negative delay regions, where the IR light arrives first, both indicate that the I\textsuperscript{+} and CH\textsubscript{2}Br\textsuperscript{+} channels centered at 1.73 ± 0.17 and 2.31 ± 0.21 eV are caused by the double ionization and Coulomb explosion of CH\textsubscript{2}BrI. These features match their expected electrostatic kinetic energies of 1.76 and 2.41 eV when the two charges are separated by the equilibrium I-Br distance of CH\textsubscript{2}BrI, 345 pm [48–50], and exhibit a decrease in ion yield at positive delays that corresponds to the depletion of CH\textsubscript{2}BrI by the UV pulse. By contrast, if the charges were located on iodine and carbon, the I\textsuperscript{+} and CH\textsubscript{2}Br\textsuperscript{+} kinetic energies would be 2.82 and 3.85 eV, respectively, supporting the view that the CH\textsubscript{2}Br\textsuperscript{+} charge is located on bromine [48–50]. The near-zero kinetic energy channels are attributed to strong-field or UV multiple photon ionization yielding I\textsuperscript{+} or CH\textsubscript{2}Br\textsuperscript{+} with neutral cofragments.

The delay-dependent channels illustrate strong-field ionization following UV-induced photodissociation into neutral fragments. As CH\textsubscript{2}BrI is internally cold prior to the arrival of the UV pulse, the total kinetic energy \( T \) of the ionized photofragments at a given delay is the sum of the available translational energy following photodissociation and the electrostatic (Coulombic) potential energy:

\[
T = (h\nu - D_0 - E^*_\text{int} - E_\text{so}) + \frac{keqAqB}{r_{AB}},
\]

In the above equation, \( k \), \( q_i \), and \( r_{AB} \) are the electrostatic constant, the charge on fragment \( i \), and distance between the charges on fragments A and B. The latter is evaluated at each delay by assuming the fragments instantly reach their final velocities following two-body dissociation, or by modeling these velocities as functions of time. The distance traveled during the delay period is then added to the equilibrium internuclear separation at \( t_0 \), \( D_0 \) and \( E_\text{so} \), are the photodissociation threshold and energy difference between the ground (\( ^2P_{3/2} \)) and excited (\( ^2P_{1/2} \)) halogen spin-orbit states. As these are known for C-I (\( D_0 = 2.39 \text{ eV}, \ E_\text{so} = 0.941 \text{ eV} \)) and C-Br (\( D_0 = 2.94 \text{ eV}, \ E_\text{so} = 0.457 \text{ eV} \)) cleavage [28], the internal excitation of the products, \( E^*_\text{int} \), can be determined from the difference between the photon energy at 271.6 nm, \( h\nu \), and the asymptotic value of the total product kinetic energy at long pump-probe delays.

In this work, the asymptotic kinetic energies match those reported at 248 nm (see Sec. IV), so photodissociation was...
modeled using established $E^*_{\text{int}}$ values for the I(2$P_{3/2}$) and I(2$P_{1/2}$) channels (68.1% and 67.8% of the available energy following photodissociation, respectively) [28]. From momentum conservation, the fragment kinetic energies following two-body breakup are related by their masses $m$:

$$ T_A = T \frac{m_B}{m_{AB}}, \quad T_B = T \frac{m_A}{m_{AB}}. \quad (2) $$

The delay-dependent I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$^+$ kinetic energy channels in Fig. 3 exhibit conserved momenta, indicating that they result from C-I cleavage. This process, which is depicted in Fig. 4, rotationally excites CH$_2$Br since the product velocities are initially directed along the C-I axis, while the CH$_2$Br center of mass lies about 30 pm from bromine along the C-Br bond. The extent of CH$_2$Br excitation is reflected by the I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$^+$ asymptotic energies of 0.25 ± 0.02 and 0.35 ± 0.02 eV, which are collectively lower than the 2.18 eV available following UV absorption. These energies include contributions from both the I(2$P_{3/2}$) and I(2$P_{1/2}$) pathways as the two are not resolved here. However, I(2$P_{3/2}$) and I(2$P_{1/2}$) were observed in a 4:3 ratio at 248 nm, and this is expected to remain approximately the same at 271.6 nm based on the behavior of CH$_2$ClI and CH$_3$I [31,32,51]. Using this ratio, the asymptotic kinetic energies indicate that CH$_2$Br is internally excited by 65.6 ± 1.6% of the available energy, matching the reported $E^*_{\text{int}}$ value of 67.9 ± 1.5% [28]. At 271.6 nm, the latter proportion yields asymptotic I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$^+$ kinetic energies of 0.29 and 0.40 eV for the I(2$P_{3/2}$) pathway, and 0.17 and 0.23 eV for the I(2$P_{1/2}$) channel (i.e., weighted 4:3 averages of 0.24 and 0.33 eV for I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$^+$, respectively). These values were used to model the curves in Fig. 3. The simulations in white assume the photofragments instantly reach their final velocities following photodissociation, and demonstrate that the two pathways are only separated by three to four camera pixels in their associated ion images. Improving the energy resolution of the experiment, for example, by choosing different spectrometer conditions, would resolve these channels.

In the case of the I$^+$ fragment shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, it should be noted that there is good agreement with the model used at delay times shorter than 1.3 ps. For longer delays, the kinetic energy release appears to be systematically lower than the simulation by around 0.1 eV. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the delay-dependent Coulomb curve begins to intersect the low kinetic energy channel assigned to the production of I$^+$ through strong-field or UV multiple photon ionization. This overlap increases the observed intensity of the delay-dependent curve in the low kinetic energy region of the distribution. This needs to be borne in mind when comparing the fit and the experimental data. The Coulomb curve and the low kinetic energy channel are better separated for the CH$_2$Br$^+$ fragment shown in the right panel of Fig. 3, and so in this case the simulation agrees with the data at all time delays. The near-zero kinetic energy channels are attributed to strong-field or UV multiple photon ionization yielding I$^+$ or CH$_2$Br$^+$ with neutral co-fragments.

The black curves in Fig. 3 reconsider the assumption that the photofragments instantly reach their asymptotic velocities by modeling them with an exponential rise function and reevaluating their separation at each delay. This description approximates simple bond cleavage along a repulsive potential energy surface and should provide a more realistic photodissociation model without the computational expense of calculating the true molecular potential energy landscape. The time-dependent velocity $v(t)$ and bond length $r_{AB}(t)$ can be approximated by

$$ v(t) = (v_{A,f} + v_{B,f})(1 - e^{-kt}), \quad (3) $$

$$ r_{AB}(t) = \frac{v_{A,f} + v_{B,f}}{k}(kt + e^{-kt} - 1) + r_{AB,eq}. \quad (4) $$

In these equations, $v_{A,f}$ and $v_{B,f}$ are the final cofragment velocities, $k$ is a dissociation rate constant, $t$ is the delay relative to $t_0$, and $r_{AB,eq}$ is the equilibrium cofragment separation before dissociation. A C-I dissociation lifetime ($\tau = 1/k$) of 50 fs was previously determined by transient absorption spectroscopy [52]. In the present work, the wave packet of the dissociating molecule is measured after its projection onto a Coulombic potential energy surface. The observed rate constant therefore represents a convolution of the dissociation and Coulomb-explosion dynamics, as well as the ca. 170 fs resolution of the experiment, and should indicate a slower process as a consequence. Using the model described above, a phenomenological lifetime of 240 ± 60 fs was extracted from the delay-dependent I$^+$ and CH$_2$Br$^+$ channels and applied to simulate the black curves in Fig. 3 (see Sec. IV). Additional experiments with shorter laser pulses would be required to ascertain which of the remaining factors, neutral dissociation dynamics or Coulomb-explosion dynamics, contributes most to the parameter $k$.

Figure 5 demonstrates the ability of timed Coulomb-explosion imaging to investigate secondary reaction pathways by illustrating CH$_2$Br dissociation using the CH$_2$I$^+$, Br$^+$, and CH$_3$I$^+$ kinetic energy distributions. The white curves simulate primary C-Br dissociation with the same constant fragment velocity model used in Fig. 3 to demonstrate C-I cleavage. In this case, the CH$_2$I$^+$ distribution contains no obvious delay-dependent feature, while the Br$^+$ data exhibits two, one of which has comparable intensity to the CH$_2$Br$^+$ curve shown in Fig. 3. Considering that the CH$_2$I$^+$ ionization potential is 0.21 eV lower than that of CH$_2$Br$^+$, and that a 4.8:1 C-I:Br$^+$ fission branching ratio was previously observed at 266 nm [52], the absence of a delay-dependent CH$_2$I$^+$ channel confirms that primary C-Br cleavage is an unlikely dissociation pathway [53,54]. The Br$^+$ curve therefore arises from a secondary or...
three-body process. Strong-field ionization following either of these processes could induce two- or three-body electrostatic repulsion and, as a consequence, a delay-dependent channel.

The expected three-body kinetic energy release of $I^+$, $Br^+$, and $CH_2^+$ is 18.2 eV when using equilibrium internuclear distances of 345, 195, and 216 pm for I-Br, C-Br, and C-I, respectively [48–50]. Summing the highest kinetic energy channels of $Br^+$ and $CH_2^+$ ($5.4 \pm 0.8$ and $8.9 \pm 0.9$ eV) with the diffuse $I^+$ feature centered at $3.3$ eV results in $17.6$ eV. However, three-body repulsion can be ruled out as a primary contributor to the delay-dependent $Br^+$ channel because the most intense region of the $Br^+$ curve appears to originate at $2.5$ eV rather than $5.4$ eV. The channel should therefore arise from two-body repulsion against $I^+$ or $CH_2^+$. The expected $Br^+$ kinetic energies with these cofragments in the negative delay regions are $2.57$ and $1.01$ eV, respectively, so the delay-dependent $Br^+$ channel is assigned to repulsion against $I^+$.

The production of I, Br, and $CH_2$ from $CH_2BrI$ requires $5.66$ eV, which can be gained through the absorption of two $271.6$ nm photons, or from one UV photon and two $815$ nm photons. The asymptotic kinetic energies of the $Br^+$ and $CH_2^+$ curves suggest that two UV photons are absorbed. According to the literature, $11.3\%$ of the available energy internally excites $CH_2$ in this process, leaving $0.27$ and $1.51$ eV of translational energy for Br and $CH_2$, respectively, at $271.6$ nm [28]. These neutral velocities lead to the red (two-body) and blue (three-body) simulated curves shown in Fig. 5 for $Br^+$ and $CH_2^+$, which match the delay-dependent channels and support the assignment detailed above.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL FITTING**

For a two-body (AB) dissociation, the time-dependent fragment kinetic energies, $T_A(t)$ and $T_B(t)$, can also be described by the following equations:

$$T_A(t) = \frac{1}{2} m_A v_A(t)^2 + \frac{k q_A q_B}{r_{AB}(t)} \left( \frac{m_B}{m_A + m_B} \right),$$

$$T_B(t) = \frac{1}{2} m_B v_B(t)^2 + \frac{k q_A q_B}{r_{AB}(t)} \left( \frac{m_A}{m_A + m_B} \right). \quad (5)$$

The total kinetic energy of fragments A and B, $T_A(t - t_0)$ and $T_B(t - t_0)$, determined by substitution of Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (5), can therefore be described by four parameters: the final dissociation velocity $v_f = v_{A,f} + v_{B,f}$, the rate constant $k$ which characterizes the time dependence of the velocities, the internuclear distance between cofragments before ionization $r_{AB,eq}$, and the pump-probe delay $t - t_0$. As was mentioned above, $k$ is a phenomenological rate constant parameter, which represents a convolution of the dissociation and Coulomb-explosion dynamics, as well as the ca. $72$ fs uncertainty of the experiment.

Figure 6 illustrates the result of fitting the expressions in Eq. (5) to the $I^+$ and $CH_2Br^+$ curves with and without

**TABLE I. CH2Brl photodissociation parameters at 271.6 nm.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$t_0$ (ps)</th>
<th>$k$ (ps$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$r_{Br,eq}$ (pm)</th>
<th>$T_I$ (eV)</th>
<th>$T_{CH_2Br}$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I$^+$</td>
<td>Free parameters</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.06</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>374 ± 26</td>
<td>0.265 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.362 ± 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constrained $t_0$</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.06</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>374 ± 26</td>
<td>0.265 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.362 ± 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$Br$^+$</td>
<td>Free parameters</td>
<td>−0.20 ± 0.13</td>
<td>2.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>310 ± 45</td>
<td>0.239 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.327 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constrained $t_0$</td>
<td>−0.10 ± 0.20</td>
<td>2.9 ± 2.4</td>
<td>350 ± 80</td>
<td>0.244 ± 0.017</td>
<td>0.333 ± 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference data</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.8$^a$</td>
<td>340–350$^b$</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.14$^c$</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.15$^c$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Reference [52].
$^b$References [48–50].
$^c$Reference [28] (248 nm).
a constraint applied to \( t_0 \). The associated parameters of each curve are collected in Table I. Each variable can in principle be determined without restricting their range. In practice, however, both \( t_0 \) and the kinetic energy maxima at early pump-probe delays can be difficult to gauge. In the experiments reported here, \( t_0 \) was assigned using the cross-correlation intensity maxima of the \( \text{I}^+ \) and \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br}^+ \) fragments, and was restricted to \( t_0 \pm 100 \) fs. This roughly corresponds to a difference of two delay steps, and is comparable to the 72 fs standard deviation of \( t_0 \). For \( \text{I}^+ \), the constrained and unconstrained curves are identical and are in excellent agreement with the assigned \( t_0 \). For \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br}^+ \), the lack of distinguishable kinetic energy maxima near \( t_0 \) leads to a small difference at the curve origin and, consequently, greater uncertainty in \( t_0 \), \( r_{\text{Br},03} \), and \( k \).

Table I also compares the accuracy of the reported parameters with \( \text{CH}_2\text{BrI} \) reference data. The established separation between charge centers at \( t_0 \) is within error of the expected I-Br equilibrium distance. The final neutral fragment velocities are slightly more difficult to compare. At 271.6 nm, both ground \( (^2P_{3/2}) \) and excited \( (^2P_{1/2}) \) iodine spin-orbit states are created. As these states were not well resolved in this experiment, the reported kinetic energy maxima include contributions from both and represent the weighted average of the two states. \( \text{I}(^2P_{3/2}) \) and \( \text{I}(^2P_{1/2}) \) are present in a 4:3 ratio following photodissociation at 248 nm and have respective final velocities centered around 0.30 and 0.19 eV [28]. Their weighted average of 0.25 eV matches the velocities reported here, and the same is true for the corresponding \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br} \) values. This ratio is expected to remain the same at 271.6 nm, and so the internal energies reported by Lee and coworkers were used for the simulations presented above [31,32,51].

V. CONCLUSION

Collectively, the delay-dependent fragment momenta illustrated in Figs. 3 and 5 demonstrate the concurrent dissociation dynamics of three processes. Single-photon dissociation of \( \text{CH}_2\text{BrI} \) at 271.6 nm preferentially occurs through C-I cleavage, producing \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br} \) with \( \text{I}(^2P_{3/2}) \) or \( \text{I}(^2P_{1/2}) \); whereas absorption of a second UV photon breaks the C-Br bond of \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br} \). The asymptotic kinetic energies of the primary fragments indicate that 65.6 ± 1.6% of the available energy following C-I cleavage is deposited into internal \( \text{CH}_2\text{Br} \) states, matching the 67.9 ± 1.5% reported at 248 nm [28]. Each delay-dependent channel was modeled using simple assumptions about the neutral dissociation and Coulomb-explosion processes. The precision of timed Coulomb-explosion imaging will improve as the stability and resolution of the acquisition hardware develop. In this work, a single PlmMS pixel maps to a 0.04 eV energy bin, and only 450 laser shots were taken per 50 fs step. Improving these would further resolve the presented data.

With the above in mind, timed Coulomb-explosion imaging could be directly applied to more complex photochemistry, including the dissociation of large molecules, multichromophoric compounds, or isomerization reactions. By using covariance or coincidence conditions, ion correlations could potentially be extracted [45], and information about the structural dynamics and chirality of parent molecules could be established.
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